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Track Record
•  Started 7 companies

•  First company sold for a Golf GTI

•  Then sold 4 more totalling £18M

•  Invested in 5 companies

•  3 of them still alive

•  Lost £250k cash in the crash and burns

•  Mentored 29 tech start-ups

•  So… Finally, I’ve figured out how to create awesome tech start-ups



Tip One: 

Invest in the founders

•  Can they sell?

•  Have they been able to sell their idea to 
friends and family?  

•  Do they procrastinate?



Tip Two: 

Be suspicious of MBA founders 
or from consultancies

•  Have they demonstrated resilience?

•  Can they hustle?

•  Can they really understand how painful a 
start-up really is?



Tip Three: 

Are the founders grounded?

•  Would they be willing to take a decent trade 
sale or insist on becoming a Unicorn / Dragon?

•  Have they given any thought to a potential pivot 
if the first idea does not work?



Tip Four: 

Is there enough equity in it for 
the founders?

•  Is the Share Split a mess with overly generous allocations

•  There will be inevitable dilutions – so will they still be 
motivated?



Tip Five: 

Do the financials make sense

•  Sanity check the broad assumptions

•  Do their costs look sensible 



Tip Six: 

Get involved

•  Give some free time / keep your hands on the levers

•  Do you enjoy the founders or like the business?

•  If not….Life is too short 



Tip Seven: 

Do they share information 
with their investors
•  Overshare info to keep em off yer back

•  Founders can then count on them when times get tough



Tip Eight: 

Have they conducted any 
customer research?
•  Evidence of structured meetings

•  Focus groups

•  Social media posts to elicit feedback?



Tip Nine: 

Can they be quick & dirty?

•  Are they willing to get an MVP into the hands of the 
clients really quickly?

•  Sacrifice perfection with speed?



Tip Ten: 

Have they earmarked enough of 
the equity in a share options pool?
•  Are they greedy?

•  You need enough fire power for future hires

•  Minimum 10% of the equity for team and future hires



Tip Eleven: 

Do they have any seasoned advisors?

•  Do they believe they can go it alone

•  Are they smart enough to realise that advisors 
fast track a business?



Tip Twelve: 

Do they have a realistic exit plan?

•  Could there be a number of potential exit routes?

•  Do they have a healthy working relationship with 
potential acquirers?







Why?



Why?

Getting to exchange of contracts is 
the greatest difficulty in the process

The industry target is 28 days
But on average it takes 63 days

39% of all property sales 

fall through!

As a result: 	
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